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welcome to spring!
Welcome to the latest edition of the Devon School of
Yoga’s Newsletter. We are pleased to announce that
2014 marks 25 years since the school began. In this,
the first of our anniversary year’s newsletters, we pack
in all manner of helpful information, experiences and
opportunities to welcome you into the spring months.
Thank you to everyone who contributes and reads
the newsletter and please feel free to share it with
anyone you think may be interested.
Enjoy!
Duncan, Sue & Jules
www.devonyoga.com/ info@devonyoga.com

DSY diary dates
17 May, 10am-12pm - Postgraduate Yoga Therapy Course
Open Morning at the Lotus Loft, Exeter - www.lotus-loft.co.uk,
FREE email: info@devonyoga.com to let us know if you will be
joining the open morning.
www.devonyoga.com/courses-and-workshops/yoga-dayworkshops
21 June, 10am-5pm - Summer Solstice Workshop with Duncan
Hulin at the Barefoot Barn, Chagford, £40 or £20
Deposit to hold a place. email: info@devonyoga.com/ http://
www.devonyoga.com/courses-and-workshops/yoga-dayworkshops
6 July 10am-4:30pm, Holistic Yoga Workshop
with Duncan Hulin and Andrea Guest at the Yoga Barn,
Ilfracombe, North Devon.
For bookings see: www.breathingyoga.co.uk
1-3 August, The Devon Yoga Festival
email: info@devonyogafestival.co.uk
www.devonyogafestival.co.uk
10-12 October, Autumn Yoga Residential
at Rill Estate, Buckfastleigh, Devon
email: info@devonyoga.com/ www.devonyoga.com/residentaland-retreats
DSY Postscript Apology:
Recently the new DSY prospectus/brochure was sent out via
Royal Mail. Unfortunately, the weight seems to have been
borderline as many were delivered safely, while some were
charged as overweight. Our sincerely apologies to those of you
who experienced any inconvenience in collecting and having to
pay any postage/handling fee.

Devon School of Yoga
- 25 Years of Inspiration
1989 - The Devon School of Yoga started out as
The East Devon Yoga Centre - running classes and
by-monthly workshops in Exeter and East Devon.
1993 - The name changed and the first Devon
School of Yoga foundation course began. At that
time, the course was 10 weekends over 1 year held
at Lower Park, Coldridge, Devon.
1994 to 1998 - The school started annual yoga and
walking holidays in Brittany, France.
1995 - The first two-year teacher training course
began.
1995 - Annual yoga holidays to Kerala in South
India began.
1999 - Yoga and walking holidays and course
residentials went to Orgiva in Southern Spain
2000 - Course non-residential weekends moved to
the Forge Yoga Centre in Totnes.
2002 - A one-month foundation course was held in
Kerala, South India.
2003 - The foundation course was shortened to 5
weekends.
2003 to Present Day - course residential venues
were all held in Devon - currently at Coombe Farm
near Tiverton.
2010 - North India retreats began at the Basunti
private retreat centre.
2010 - The school’s postgraduate teacher training
and yoga therapy course began.
2012 - The school started running the bi-annual
Devon Yoga Festival
2013 - The school started running the bi-annual
Summer Yoga Sangha
2014 - The school’s teaching team over the years
has grown from the original team of 5 to the
current team of 12 tutors and we are celebrating
25 years of inspiration.

Come and Join us at the www.devonyogafestival.co.uk

Thoughts on the Yoga Teacher Training Course
By Tanja Bartlett
Richard Freeman has a video on his website called “Yoga ruins your life” - about the
various ways in which you and your life will be changed, and in some ways even
destroyed, by yoga. It’s actually a pretty funny, light-hearted piece (amongst other things,
he muses on how yoga ruins your fashion sense) but the underlying idea is a serious one when your yoga practice starts to become more central to your life, you’d better be ready
for that life to get shaken up…
I initially planned to write a piece about how wonderful

during the course and in the months immediately

the DSY teacher training course is (which it truly is!) - I

afterwards: pregnancy, birth, weddings, divorce,

was going to write about how much I learned about

break-up, illness, near-deaths, new jobs, redundancy,

yoga, how my personal practice flourished, how great

relocation, emigration, retirement…Some of it welcome,

the tutors are, how I loved discovering more about

planned, expected; some of it out of the blue, and some

philosophy and anatomy, how fun and special the

far from welcome.

residentials were, how well thought out the course

In the last 12 months I think one thing that’s really been

content and structure are, allowing people to develop

hammered home through all this is that doing yoga will

more of a sense of the vastness of the yoga tradition and

not stop you from having tough times in your life…but

the many paths available, and
allowing people to find their
own way to navigate all of this
- to choose their own path,

“It’s easy to practice when everything
in life is going swimmingly, but what
happens when things get rougher? “

it really does give you some
powerful tools to help you ride
out those storms. And thanks
to the teacher training course,

one which resonates with them personally (and then

there is the precious gift of having the friendship of a

there’s the joys of starting to actually teach yoga too…)

group of wonderful people who have bonded together

But right now, reflecting on the course less than a year

along the way, sharing the journey deeper into yoga,

after graduation, what I am most aware of is how it has

even as we each walk our own paths.

helped us to face all sorts of challenges we would rather
not have had to face but found ourselves presented with

The day the course ended I felt bereft, but almost a

anyway. In a way these experiences are the real test of

year later I’m still so nourished by it - the ripples of the

yoga - it’s easy to practice when everything in life is

teaching have impacted on my life in so many ways and

going swimmingly, but what happens when things get

continue to do so. If you are wondering whether or not

rougher?

to do the course, perhaps not sure whether you want to
teach or just pursue your own practice, don’t hesitate -

I don’t know if it’s the case with every group of DSY

just dive in: you can’t imagine the journey it will take

Teacher Trainees but between us we have gone through

you on!

pretty much the full spectrum of major life experiences

Search for ‘Devon School of Yoga’ on facebook and join the group

other yoga events
29 May - 1st June
IYN Summer Festival of Yoga
http://www.yogafestival.org.uk/

Predicted sell out for
second DSY Festival
The second Devon Yoga Festival has been announced,
with the organisers predicting a similar sell-out success to
the first event. The Festival (www.devonyogafestival.co.uk)
will be held on 1–3 August 2014.
The event, will be held at the same beautiful location - Seale Hayne,
near Newton Abbot - and will offer festival-goers a chance to immerse
themselves in 8 workshops out of a choice of over 40 on offer.
Duncan Hulin, founder of the Devon School of Yoga (www.devonyoga.
com), who is organising the festival, said: “The 2012 event was a huge
success. As we received lots of positive feedback, we are aiming to
recreate the same success again including the stunning location, delicious
local food and wonderful sense of community.”
“ Features include a Yoga DJ Dance on Saturday evening, traditional
Kirtan (chanting) on Friday evening and a wide range of yoga teaching
styles.”
The festival is a non-commercial and not-for-profit event, with proceeds
going to the Ganga Prem Hospice, India.
Prices start from £205 (camping), £230 (residential) for the whole
weekend, including access to the entire workshop programme.
Accommodation is in twin rooms, with single rooms available.
Tickets include, 2 nights accommodation, 2 breakfasts, 2 lunches, 2
dinners, all drinks & snacks, access to the full programme of workshops,
early morning meditations, evening Kirtan and Yoga DJ Dance.
DEVON YOGA FESTIVAL: TICKET PRICES
Adults (twin rooms, sharing) £245 (early bird by 30th April = £230)
Single occupancy available £30 supplement
Camping (limited) £220 (early bird by 30th April - £205)
For information: www.devonyogafestival.co.uk/ telephone 01392 420573

Indra Mohan & Me
A.G. and Indra Mohan June 2014 UK
Programme - including a weekend in
Exeter
These special events offer a rare
opportunity to deepen your
understanding of the origins of Yoga, and
the teachings of Sri T. Krishnamacharya.
This program of workshops is rich in
wisdom, and presents an extraordinary
opportunity for all yoga teachers and
practitioners.
A.G. Mohan was a personal student
of Sri T. Krishnamacharya for 18
years, from 1971 to 1989. In 1976,
he co–founded the Krishnamacharya
Yoga Mandiram in Chennai and
was its Honorary Secretary until
1989. He was also the convener of
Sri Krishnamacharya’s centenary
celebrations in 1988. He is the author
of Yoga for Body, Breath, and Mind, coauthor, with his wife, son and daughter,
of Yoga Therapy. He also translated
the Yoga Yajnavalkya, one of the most
important classical texts on yoga.
Indra Mohan has been practising and
teaching yoga for more than three
decades now. She is one of the few
people who received a post-graduate
diploma in yoga from Krishnamacharya.
Known for her serene demeanour, she is
a source of support and wisdom to her
many personal students.
We hope you can join us.
Shanti Alf
Details following:
For booking see: https://www.facebook.
com/yogastillness?ref=hl
http://www.yogastillness.co.uk/
For PDF’s: Efffortless Asana
Pleasant Pranayama https://
dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/6774551/
ays/FullMohanUkProgramme.pdf
Full UK programme
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.
com/u/6774551/ays/
PleasantPranayamaEffortlessAsna.pdf

The Perils of Sitting
By Nicki Glassbrook
I work in Public Health so am very aware of the health risks around certain
behaviours and lifestyle choices such as smoking, drinking alcohol and eating too
much sugar, but even I have been alarmed to find out the health risks associated
with prolonged sitting. Arguably, sitting is the new tobacco!
We are becoming a more sedentary society: driving to work,

I have realised that whilst regular exercise is important I need

sitting at a desk all day and then collapsing in front of the

to be more active at my desk. The first thing I have done is to

TV in the evening is all taking its toll. Recent reports show

replace my office chair with a gym ball. Sitting on a wobbly

that physical inactivity is the fourth leading cause of death

ball makes my core muscles work and encourages good

worldwide.

posture. This has caused a bit of a buzz in my office with other
people now thinking about following suit. In fact whilst I have

Current advice from the health experts is to exercise for 30

been on leave, I have encouraged my work colleagues to try

minutes each day. I am sure all you yogis reading this probably

sitting on it.

do more but how much of your day is spent sitting? When I
mean sitting I mean at a desk, in meetings, on the sofa not sat

Research suggests that you should stand up and move every

consciously in lotus or sukasana ( correct spelling please).

15 minutes even if it is just to stretch, Another suggestion I
read was to work at your desk for 25 minutes and then leave

In the past 3 years my working life
has been desk bound and now I
have moved 30 miles away, so have
a commute to work as well. Yes I do
yoga, walk and cycle but for 5 days a
week I spend at least 8 hours sat on

“I am hoping to develop
‘desk top yoga’: simple
exercises that can be done
either at or near your desk.”

my butt and apparently this isn’t good
for my health.

your desk to do something else for 5 minutes,
which could included a walk down the
corridor or up a flight of stairs. At university
the other week, a group of us decided to
stand up every 15 minutes, in the refectory
or every time the lecturer asked us to get into
groups and discuss things. We did get some

funny looks. Another suggestion is walking meetings, most
people like this idea in principal, but always feel sorry for the

Prolonged sitting is linked to high blood pressure, high levels

minute taker!

of cholesterol and an increased risk of cardio vascular disease.
Studies have also linked sitting to a greater risk of colon, breast

Of course it is not always possible to stand up, and start moving

and endometrial cancers, although the reason is unclear

about during your working day, so the other option I am hoping
to develop is ‘desk top yoga’: simple exercises that can be

Idle muscles do not respond readily to insulin, so the pancreas

done either at or near your desk. This could include some of

creates more and more, which can lead to diseases such as

the Pawanmuktasana part one series, some gentle twists and

diabetes: a 2011 study found a decline in insulin response after

stretches and of course pranayama.

just one day of prolonged sitting. Moving muscles however
pump fresh oxygen to the brain which activates the release

I do feel the need to spread the word about prolonged sitting

of mood enhancing chemicals, so when we are sedentary for

and campaign for healthier workplaces, for example I might

long periods of time, everything slows down including brain

try to persuade the management to let us have some ‘standing

function, leading to low mood and a ‘foggy brain’.

desks’ in the office, but this issue is another great example of
how yoga’s many rich practices can offer a real solution to

I haven’t even touched upon the detrimental effect that

combat the consequences of modern life.

prolonged sitting can have on the spine, hip flexors, abdominal
muscles and bone density!

For retreats, workshops and training click onto www.devonyoga.com

Developing a daily practice: Part 2
By James Russell
“Should the yogi start their yoga practice in spring or autumn, then it is said that the
yoga will be easily successful” Gheranda Samhita 5:7
At last, the spring has arrived and, with it, the
best time of the year to undertake or renew a
regular home practice. Although commencing
a daily practice can initially be challenging,
once it has become a regular part of the day’s
routine, it will become an incredible source of
peace, strength, guidance and inspiration.
Here are a few simple
suggestions that may help you
to establish and sustain your
practice:

practice for 3 days a week consistently over a
long period than to sporadically practice for 6
days a week.

Space: make a space in your home where
you can practice: ideally somewhere clean
and quiet. If you are devotionally minded
you may find that creating a shrine to a Guru
or your chosen Deity will
“If you are devotionally minded help to create an atmosphere
you may find that creating a
conducive to yoga practice.
shrine to a Guru or your chosen If you’re not the devotional
Deity will help to create an
type then some flowers, a
atmosphere conducive to yoga houseplant or crystals can help
practice”.
create the right vibrations.

Make an intention: Take time
to set your intention to practice
yoga regularly. In sanskrit this
is called “sankalpa.” By regularly affirming
a sankalpa, our intentions are more readily
made manifest within our lives. This could take
the form of writing down your resolution or
repeating it to yourself at the beginning of your
practice.
Start small: even 5 or 10 minutes focused
practice each day can considerably enhance
the rest of your day. Remember that today’s
tiny acorn is tomorrow’s mighty oak. By
taking small steps initially, given time and
nourishment, your practice is sure to grow in
duration and intensity.
Be realistic: if you decide that you’re going
to practice for 2 hours a day, 6 days a
week: check whether this is achievable or
sustainable. If you set yourself an unrealistic
schedule then you may become disappointed
or frustrated with yourself. Its more effective to

Time of day: most practitioners find that
morning or early evening works best. The ideal
time for yoga practice is early in the morning.
This is also the time when the stomach
has been empty for a long time, so a good
time for asana and pranayama practice. It is
recommended not to practice asana for at least
1.5 - 3 hours after eating.
Regularity: choose a time each day and stick
with the same time.
Preparation: I find that when I practice each
morning, it really helps if beforehand I have
a cup of herbal tea and sit quietly for about
about 20 - 30 minutes. This is also a good time
to read an inspiring book on yoga such as
Patanjali’s yoga sutra.
What to practice: find a practice that suits
your temperament. Most people find >

For information about ‘DSY Yoga Therapy Training’ visit: www.devonyoga.com

> that practising what they have learnt with
Gratitude: “The attitude of gratitude is the
their teacher will help them to progress. Its
highest yoga’ Yogi Bhajan.
good to have a regular practice sequence
so that its possible to gauge progress. But its
We are all incredibly fortunate to have a
important to be flexible with
human body, let alone a body
“Enjoy your practice. If your
that sequence too. Each time
that has been exposed to yoga
practice
become
a
labour
or
you come to the mat your body
teachings and that is healthy
chore then its unlikely that you’ll enough to do some practice.
is different and what worked
want to continue with it”.
yesterday may not be suitable
There is no guarantee when
today. Don’t be afraid to modify
such an opportunity for self
your sequence and experiment.
realisation will occur again,
You are a free being with a unique body. There
so make the most of it now while you can.
are as many ways to practice yoga as their are
Practice heroically, diligently and, over time,
yoga practitioners. We are all different and yoga
your practice will bestow innumerable benefits
is a reflection of that diversity.
on yourself and upon all beings within your
sphere of influence.
Compassion: be kind to yourself. Rather
than being judgemental in your practice its
Hari Om Tat Sat
more nurturing to develop an attitude of selfJames
acceptance and forgiveness.
You can visit james’ blog and read his posts
Patience: don’t expect immediate results.
by clicking onto: www.jamesrussellyoga.co.uk/
Yoga is a life-time practice. We want to be still
blog-james-russell.html
practising in our 80s and 90s.
Have fun!: enjoy your practice. If your practice
become a labour or chore then its unlikely that
you’ll want to continue with it. Find a practice
that you enjoy and embrace that feeling so that
you want to repeat it every day.

Search for ‘Devon School of Yoga’ on facebook and join the group

yoga events in Devon

Useful blogs about yoga
& brain function
Short Yoga Session Stimulates Brain Function
Immediately Afterwards
www.spring.org.uk/2014/03/short-yoga-session-stimulates-brain-functionimmediately-afterwards.php
This is Your Brain on Yoga
http://yogainternational.com/article/view/this-is-your-brain-on-yoga
Study Shows That Short Yoga Sessions Boost Brain Power
www.doyouyoga.com/study-shows-that-short-yoga-sessions-boost-brainpower

Graphic design adds value
to your small business
You may just be setting out on your yoga teaching journey
or you may feel your current visual identity needs subtle
refresh.
As well as being a Graphic Designer I am a yoga teacher (DSY Trained in
2008). I have a first hand understanding of setting up a small yoga business
and what is required to get you noticed.
Your visual identity is really important I can create: logos, stationery,
posters, leaflets, newsletters or create a website and integrate this with
social media to help capture, inform and update your audience.
I am a small business so I will get to know you and I will suggest ways to
keep your costs down (such as sourcing your own pictures) so even a small
budget delivers great results.
Feel free contact me if you want to discuss what I can offer your small
business. Sue: 07971909352/ susan.lewry@virginmedia.com

Namaskaram
- is the online magazine and newsletter of
The Independent Yoga Network
Here you will find news, views, and authoritative articles on all matters Yoga, plus
an up-to-date list of workshops, retreats and seminars put on by Independent Yoga
Network members. If you are a Independent Yoga Network member you can list your
classes, workshops and events - go to the ‘what’s on’ page to find out how to add your
listing. For more information: www.namaskaram.co.uk

Summer Solstice Yoga Retreat
19-23 June 2014
Finding the light
Immerse yourself in this supportive
environment. Deepen your practice.
Focus on the inner self.
Nurturing ourselves with Yoga,
wholesome vegetarian food and
benefitting from the beautiful
surrounding coast and countryside
of North Devon we will focus on the
theme of ‘light’ within ourselves and the
sun as well as exploring how we can
continue this awareness in our daily
lives.
Early bird price (before 31 March) £230.
Full price £270
Non-refundable deposit of £80 to secure
your place, balance payable by end
of April 2014. Inclusive of three Yoga
sessions daily, all food and evening
talks.
Contact Virginia to discuss or to book
your space 07875217970 or click onto
http://yogatorbay.com/summer-solsticeyoga-retreat-19-23-june-2014
Would you like to develop a practice of
Meditation(Dhyana)?
Meditation is my passion! I have
meditated for over 25 years and I
would like to share the practice with
you, because it has really benefited
me on my yogi path to Enlightenment/
Happiness. Meditation is the seventh
limb of Patanjali’s Ashtanga (8-Limbed)
Yoga. I will be leading 6 sessions
on meditation, based on Patanjali’s
teachings, at: Derek the Dog, Exeter.
Every from Monday 10 March to 14
April, 11.45 to 12.15. The aim of the
course is to help you establish a practice
for yourself.
If you would like to attend, or receive
further information, then please contact
Dawn Williams on 07891015713 or
williamsdawn59@gmail.com.
A Day of Yoga with Liz Warrington
in North Devon
Saturday 26 April 2014
For more details contact Claire :
c_brejcha@yahoo.co.uk
www.lizwarringtonyoga.com
For other classes, workshops, retreats
and events please see:
www.exeterlovesyoga.co.uk
www.plymouthlovesyoga.co.uk
www.exmouthlovesyoga.co.uk

For retreats, workshops and training click onto www.devonyoga.com

Devon yoga teacher
peer mentoring group
By Kate Hewett

This group, led by experienced
coach, facilitator and yoga teacher
Kate Hewett, is designed to help
you find, deepen and embody your
own authentic approach and voice
as a teacher, as well as provide a
safe, compassionate space to share
any questions or challenges you are
facing.
Rather than focus on ‘how to teach’, as teacher
training programmes do, it will use a coaching
approach to help you find your own insights and
ideas, as well as having the opportunity to learn
from the experiences of others.
Sessions will be customised to group needs but
are likely to include how to build a sustainable
living as a yoga teacher, finding our unique and
authentic voice/style, ethical aspects of teaching
and the student relationship, and how to take care
of ourselves as well as others.

“deepen and embody your own
authentic approach and voice
as a teacher,”
This group will be richer for having teachers from
many traditions, and so is open to anyone who
teaches yoga in any form.

Audrey Hepburn’s
Beauty Tips

(spot the yogic connections!)
♥ For attractive lips, speak words of
kindness
♥ For lovely eyes, seek out the good in
people
♥ For a slim figure, share your food with
the hungry
♥ For pose, walk with the knowledge
that we never walk alone
♥ People, even more than things,
have to be restored, renewed, revived,
reclaimed and redeemed; never throw
out anyone
♥ Remember, if you ever need a helping
hand, you will find one at the end of
each of your arms
♥ As you grow older, you will discover
that you have two hands; one for
helping yourself and the other for
helping others

Dates: Sunday afternoons 2.30-5.30pm on March
30th, May 4th, June 1st & July 6th. £80. Venue

I hope this puts you in touch with living your

near Bovey Tracey. Contact Kate directly for further

yogic life through some of your yamas and

information: bendykate@gmail.com

niyamas. Sincerely, Duncan

Search for ‘Devon School of Yoga’ on facebook and join the group

